Kitchen Gadgets that Make
Summer Entertaining a Breeze
Summer fun usually includes fresh, seasonal foods
like garden vegetables, sweet fruits, flavorful herbs,
and, of course, anything grillable. And before we
enjoy the deliciousness, food prep can be easybreezy, even fun, with some simple – sometimes
whimsical – and unexpectedly smart kitchen tools.
Eric Galdes, a southeastern Michigan native,
is as creative as he is skilled in culinary efforts.
An expert bartender with a lifetime of experience handling food and beverages, he’s now an
administrator of a popular private Facebook group
called Eat, Drink, and be Merry! Galdes is comfortable crafting cocktails and quickly shifting gears
to making a pot of homemade chili. He’s also
fearless when it comes to pizza and hotdogs, and
with almost 500 followers, he is always concocting
some culinary spread and using the most interesting gadgets to do so.

at chopping those morning beans but also make
quick powder of whole spices, resulting in big savings at the grocery store. And chopsticks are useful
before dinner even hits the table. When used for
stirring, they prevent coagulation that occurs when
simmering food is stirred with something flatter
or bigger like a ladle. Chopsticks are also perfect
(even better than the toothpick method) for testing
the doneness of baked goods. Cocktail shakers are
great behind the bar and for any food that needs
fast emulsification, like eggs for omelets or liquids
and spices for homemade dressings.
Salad dressings, barbecue sauces, and oils are
all good to have on hand for summer cooking. An

First things first…
“Start with the basics,” Galdes says. “The one
essential kitchen item to grab before you even
know what you’re going to cook is a chef’s knife.
No kitchen should be without one. And keep it
sharp.”
From there, he recommends a modern thermometer and digital scale. When making bread or
baked goods from scratch, grilling chicken, roasting meats, or creating hard candies, these items
are staples. Also handy (and he is very specific
about this) is a sturdy, Swiss-designed, 5-in-1, toppopping can opener with five functions made
by Kuhn Rikon. It leaves no sharp edges,
opens a variety of cans, bottles, and jars,
and retails for around $25 online.
Galdes also suggests keeping
a coffee grinder, chopsticks, and
cocktail shakers handy. Coffee
grinders aren’t just great
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free at most places with a cigar purchase, the
cheap cutters ($3 and up) are a champ when chopping fresh herbs – anything tiny can be fed into the
hole and chopped at super speed.
More of the unexpected…
What summer would be complete without coolers?
Great for keeping beverages cold on hot days and
tossing meat into for marinating or brining.
“Buy lots of different-sized coolers,” he recommends. “These provide a completely sealed environment, perfect for rubs that really permeate.”
Although Galdes prefers multitasking tools,
he admits that “uni-taskers” find their way into his
kitchen occasionally. Items like whimsical silicone
molds that turn water into adorable frozen shapes.
These range in price, starting around $6.
Other fun gadgets include melon cutters ($10
and up depending on the type of melon), strawberry hullers (about $3), and an avocado 3-in-1
tool (around $12). These make quick work of carving these slippery treats. And staying hydrated
this summer can be tasty by adding flavor to your
water with a Jarware Fruit Infusion Lid (around $6).
Grab a mason jar, fill it with water and your favorite
fruits, and secure the Jarware lid to the top. It features an easy open-and-close tab for quick sips on
the go.
Making the most of your summer kitchen can
be as simple as using tools you already have on
hand. Still, it’s fun to shop for some new gadgets,
even if you run to the hardware store instead of
Williams Sonoma. q

easy way to save money and add ease is to buy
these in bulk and pour them into top-squirting
plastic bottles (think ketchup and mustard squeeze
bottles at hotdog stands). Buying larger portions
is often more budget-friendly and using squeeze
bottles allows for many purposes, from oiling a pan
to better controlling condiment and dressing portions. These bottles are inexpensive and can be
bought in bulk online or at restaurant suppliers and
wholesalers like Gordon Food Service and Costco.
And then a trip to the hardware store…
Galdes isn’t a fan of “uni-taskers” – items with a
solitary purpose – and some of his recommended
tools are extremely smart, albeit quirky. Among his
top picks for kitchen must-haves include welding
gloves, pliers, and a cigar cutter.
“Welding gloves instead of oven mitts,” says
Galdes. “If a blacksmith can use these and not
burn their hands, then we are fine using them on
the grill and oven. And because they have fingers,
you can use tongs and other tools whereas you are
limited when your hand is in a mitt.”
Pliers are another way to keep your hands safe
from burns. “If I have a hot pan in the oven, I can
grab it, turn it, move it around and still have one
hand free,” he says. A similar tool used by chefs is
a pan gripper, but if you have pliers, they work just
as well.
For about $15 each, you can buy a pair of
welding gloves and a wrench from your local hardware store. If you prefer an authentic pan gripper,
these retail for about $10 online and in specialty
stores.
Perhaps the most surprising item on Galdes’s
kitchen tool must-have list is a cigar cutter. Given
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